Rare Magickal Objects From the Sacred Site of the Holy Saint of Chirebon,
Java—“Sunan Gunung Jati”
Not to be Missed Magickal Pilgrimage to Sunan Gunung Jati’s Burial Site!
And Presenting the Great Universal Empowerment and Transmission!

1. MAGICKAL MALELA-SAND
The Legend/History of the Magickal Malela-Sand
On the ground of the premises of Sunan Gunung Jati’s burial site lies the Malela-Sand that was brought from
Mecca by Prince Chakrabuana. This magickally powerful sand is not permitted to be retrieved and taken-out
from the grave-site complex by the Care-takers or Keepers of the Tomb. Even the latter themselves, as a
procedural protocol, ha ve to wipe the sand off their feet each time they leave the sacred area so that not one
grain of sand is removed. Only a privileged few can acquire and possess this Magickal Malela-Sand.
In Javanese Occultism, the Malela-Sand is used by just a few spiritually chosen occult-practitioners for
various purposes such as the awakening of dormant powers/talents, and for the empowering of their
magickal practices and rituals.
The Malela-Sand contains tremendous pranic-energies; just grasping a small handful is sufficient enough for
the energies to be felt objectively in the physical body and can often produce effects such as dizziness, fever,
body-aches, etc.
The Malela-Sand is not offered for “sale” in the ordinary sense to all and sundry; only those who are found
to be proper candidates for its acquisition and usage may be given the privilege of being “Keepers of the
Sand.”

The Power and Virtues of the Malela-Sand
The general virtues of the Magickal Malela-Sand:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Raw psychic-energy empowerment for boosting the faculties of the mind and metaphysical usage—
the power-level of the Magickal Malela-Sand is similar to the legendary “Merah-Delima” stone.
It offers protection of oneself, of the home, shop, office, factory, farm, restaurant, etc. against
aggressors, intruders, thieves, trouble- makers, malicious-spirits, black- magick, the evil- eye, etc.
General attraction and personal- magnetism and charm—attract the opposite sex easily.
Improves business, financial-status and career in whatever field.
Attracts luck from the four quarters of the compass.
Helps to heal those possessed of evil-spirits—heals both medical and non- medical problems, ailments
and illnesses.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Enhances the sensitivity of the psychic-senses.
Envelops the physical body with a radiant aura.
Protects oneself against mishaps/accidents on land, sea and air.
Improved self-confidence, inner-strength, and courage.
Helps one to overcome enemies and oppositions in one’s presence and those working maliciously at a
distance.
Ease in borrowing money (loans)—or in requesting payments.
Power to tame animals making them docile.
Helps to acquire sympathy from one’s boss and superiors.
Helps one to acquire a soul- mate for marriage.
Creates the ability to influence others telepathically. The power causes people to believe and have
confidence in you.
Helps one to dominate all those under one’s charge. The power gives one the ability to fill others with
strength and encouragement.
Helps one to control difficult, rebellious children.
Peace in body, mind, and soul.
Protection against police-search and free from problems with the authorities and the Law (only if one
is innocent).
Neutralizes poison and toxins.
A high degree of charisma, personal- magnetism, and an authoritative bearing (commanding
presence).
Power-shout that incapacitates and weakens opponents.
The power of Sabda-Siddhi—the fulfillment of one’s words that manifests in reality.
Helps to quicken the sale of one’s property.
Helps to remove people’s anger.
And many more virtues that would be discovered in time and during its usage.

It is said that an Indonesian activist (Ir. Sukarno) once possessed the Malela-Sand; it is believed that it helped
him to become the first Indonesian President and acquire the respect of political friend s and foes. It is further
rumored that the power of the Malela-Sand made him invulnerable to bullets during emergencies
The price of the Magickal Malela-Sand? Please note that the Magickal Malela-Sand can only be offered to
certain individuals only. If you feel and sense that you are worthy of such an acquisition please follow the
instructions at the conclusion of this paper.
--------------------------------------------------
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2. MAGICKAL AMPAR STONE OF SUNAN GUNUNG JATI

Many tales are told of this magickal stone ; one of the narratives tells us that a royal personage, Mbah Kuwu
Chirebon (or Raden Walangsungsang), wore such an Ampar stone set into a ring. It is alleged that the Ampar
stone worn by Mbah Kuwu Chirebon was black in color. Flat ground-seats made out of Ampar stone,
according to some historians, were also used by the Council of the Walisongo (lit. “Nine-Saints”) during
their meetings, prayer and chanting sessions; therefore it is believed that the Ampar stone possesses powerful
and special occult, natural properties/virtues.

The general virtues of the Magickal Ampar Stone:
The stone transforms ordinary water into the “water of life,” that can be consumed to heal various ailments
and illnesses; the occult-power of the Ampar wards-off psychic attacks, black magick, malicious spirits;
when worn or carried on one’s person, the power of the stone strengthens the power of the aura and buildsup personal magnetism, charm, and a commanding presence—it also neutralizes negative energies in one’s
magnetic-field; it is very helpful in business and trade—it improves one’s net-working, negotiations, and
attracts customers/clients—one’s sales and profits would soar! The Ampar Stone also confers the ability and
power to its Keeper to fascinate and enchant others—helps to attract marriage-partners; one of its valued
virtue is its power to enhance one’s psychic sensitivity, awaken the psychic senses, and improve one’s native
intelligence, making it easy to absorb knowledge or learn skills; the Magickal Ampar Stone surrounds one
with spiritual intelligences that protects and acts as bodyguards wherever one goes.
The price of the Magickal Ampar Stone? Please note that the Magickal Ampar-Stone can only be offered to
certain individuals only. If you feel and sense that you are worthy of such an acquisition please follow the
instructions at the conclusion of this paper.
-------------------------------------------------3. The Magickal Nagasari-Wood of Sunan Gunung Jati’s Tomb
The Magickal Nagasari-wood from the compound of the tomb of the Saint has an interesting unique power:
It wards-off aggressive snakes that come close to it, regardless if it is a real live snake or a spiritmanifestation—the snake will slither-off in fear. According to legend, the Nagasari tree that lives in the
sacred compound of Sunan Gunung Jati’s tomb in Chirebon from whence the wood is derived, was once a
spirit-serpent that desired to serve the prince of saints, Syech Syarif Hidayatullah (Sunan Gunung Jati);
because of its huge form that could not cling to the body of the Sunan, it therefore changed its manifestation
into a small keris-blade. After the passing of the saint, the keris planted itself on the grounds of the
compound of the tomb and transformed into a Nagasari tree whose sacred power remains to this day. It is
said that this ancient tree should not be chopped-off or felled for the wood indiscriminately as this would
result in death. The wood has to be acquired through special rituals.
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The above is just a short note on the background of the Nagasari-wood from Chirebon. The wood has lots of
virtues if processed and empowered in a right manner by experienced occult practitioners, using special
rituals that are not widely known.
Now you may enjoy instantly the result of the metaphysical work done by these practitioners; you need not
conduct any rituals as the amazing power of the Nagasari- wood and the metaphysical empowerment given to
it works naturally and automatically on your behalf. Please note that the Nagasari-wood comes in the form of
a cabochon-shaped stone that can be set into a ring. Its virtues:
The Nagasari- wood instills a sense of peace; it helps one to focus during prayers and work; it clears the
mind, builds-up confidence, and strengthens confidence; it protects the body and wards-off negative-energies
from Nature, curses, the evil-eye, and cursed-objects in any form; collectors of kerises will benefit much
from the Nagasari-wood as it has the power to tame “rebellious” and “aggressive” khodamic-spirits of
kerises just by placing it in the proximity of, or on the blade of the wayward keris—this principle applies to
any magickal object with negative spirits associated with it; the Nagasari- wood helps protect the physical
body from malicious spirits—this is especially helpful to those involved in occult practices such as astral
projection and the extension of the consciousness (clairvoyance); it gives one inner-strength, the powerpunch—aggressors could fall to the ground thrown by an invisible force when one goes through the
appropriate motions from a distance; the power of the Nagasari-wood neutralizes negative-energies in the
body of its Keeper that results in bad- luck, negative conditions and circumstances.
Some lore in regards to the Nagasari- wood:
The Nagasari- wood would disappear by itself upon the death of its Keeper and if there is no one else to take
care of it in the right manner or is worthy of it—this is the experience of many people who having acquired it
from a deceased parent, relative or friend, do not understand things occult and the moral
requirements/obligations, and the usage and care of the Nagsari- wood.
In certain emergencies, the Nagasari-wood may transform itself into a real- life snake—this normally happens
when the Keeper is in a life-threatening situation and require aid. When help arrives in some form, the snake
would subsequently disappear.
Though it wards-off snakes with the correct intent of its Keeper, it is believed that the Nagasari-wood from
Chirebon in whatever form, has the power to also conjure the manifestations of snakes if the Keeper desire
it—if this is done with the right intent. Thus one must be careful in its usage.
If the Nagasari Wood be placed on one’s bed and the room left undisturbed with no one present for just
awhile, after returning one may find a snake coiled around the wood, upon the bed. Wherever the Nagasari
Wood is left alone in the open, in a forest/jungle, a snake would appear coiled around it not too long after.
These snakes will not harm the Keeper of the Nagasari Wood and will disappear on their own accord.
The Nagasari-Wood (in the form of a staff/wand) should not be used to hit/strike someone as its inherent
power would lash back to whosoever wields the wood. It is believed by some that the Nagasari Wood is the
most magickal and most powerful among the many types of woods with occult properties. It has the virtue of
offering safety and protection against molesters, evil persons, wild/poisonous animals/creatures, psychic
attacks, and black magic; it confers personal magnetism, a commanding presence, attraction, etc. It absorbs
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positive energies easily from its usage in ritual, chanting of prayers/mantras—thus, the wood through
empowerment, has the potential of acquiring a high power- level that augments its inherent occult properties
and virtues.
The Keeper of the Nagasari Wood should be honest and pure, if not, his/her own negativity would lash back
to him/herself. The Nagasari Wood is easily identified as it will not burn at its tips or edges; and when
immersed in water for 10 minutes or so, fine hairs/fur would arise from its surface. Many claim the Nagasari
Wood to be the “King of Magickal Woods.”
The Nagasari tree has a powerful magnetic-field and radiates Light to those with clairvoyant vision. Its
metaphysical energies empower the mind and helps to manifest one’s intent, thus attaining one’s goals
quickly.
Observances: The Nagasari Wood should never be walked over by anyone, and it should not be placed near
large pieces/blocks of metals and ivory. It may be carried in a pouch or set into a ring. The size of the
Nagasari Wood is not too relevant—small pieces ha ve the same power/virtues as large ones. This item is
offered as an occult curio—a gift from Nature and God. It is not meant to be an object of worship. Many
occult practitioners believe that the Nagasari Wood vibrates energies that may awaken the 7 chakras of
Man’s etheric structure as well as to raise the quality of his consciousness.
The price of the Magickal Nagasari Wood? Please note that the Magickal Nagasari Wood can only be
offered to certain individuals only. If you feel and sense that you are worthy of such an acquisition please
follow the instructions at the conclusion of this paper.
As said previously, the Magickal Nagasari Wood comes in the form of a cabochon-shaped stone. We also
offer a tasbih/japamala of 100/108 beads from the same sacred tree at the spiritual site of the Saint’s tomb’s,
and a dragon’s head carved from the wood—these are special items offered only to those who are spiritually
suitable to be their Keepers—we regret but the cost is also steep.
*******************************

If you are interested in the Magickal Malela-Sand, the Magickal Ampar Stone of Sunan Gunung Jati,
and/or The Magickal Nagasari-Wood of Sunan Gunung Jati’s Tomb please do the following:
Please submit to us your name, date of birth, and the maiden name of your mother. This information will be
passed on to the Elders and Keepers of Sunan Gunung Jati’s Tomb who will determine in a psychic/occult
manner if you qualify for the possessions of these mystical curios. It might take 1--5 days for a reply from
them of which we will inform you accordingly. Please note that these 3 rare items are not “sold” in a
commercial sense and are only offered to appropriate individuals. Also be careful as there are many sources
that claim to possess these 3 rare items from Sunan Gunung Jati’s tomb but are only offering fakes. Only
those who have special connections with the tomb’s Keepers, Elders and descendants of the Saint are given
the prerogative to offer these items through certain representatives such as Indotalisman.com. Likewise
beware of malicious individuals who claim to represent the Elders/Keepers of the tomb and descendants of
the Saint.
To those that qualify as Keepers of these magickal items, please note the Love-offering requested:
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Magickal Malela-Sand US$900
Magickal Ampar Stone of Sunan Gunung Jati US$600
The Magickal Nagasari-Wood Of Sunan Gunung Jati’s Tomb US$600
Magickal Nagasari-Wood Tasbih/Japamala:
100 beads US$ (price upon inquiry)
108 beads US$ (price upon inquiry)
Magickal Nagasari-Wood Dragon-Head approx. 7cm long (only a few available) US$3000
Please note that these items are not subjected to discounts. If interested, please contact us:
Luxamore
drlee@indo.net.id
http://www.indotalisman.com/
*******************************

Magickal Pilgrimage to Sunan Gunung Jati’s Burial Site
and the Great Universal Empowerment
By the Grace of God, we have been honored with the privilege and favorable fortune of offering this
pilgrimage to the gravesite/tomb of Sunan Gunung Jati of Chirebon—Java’s beloved Wali or Muslim Saint!
This pilgrimage takes you right to the foot of the hidden tomb where the Saint’s physical remains has been
laid to rest. This is a very rare opportunity! The cost varies depending on the amount of people participating
in the pilgrimage. It is recommended that each participant undergoes our spiritual purification shower rite
prior to the pilgrimage; this rite is referred to as the “Great Universal Empowerment” and can be done in the
hotel where participants are staying or at our premises. The cost of the GUE is US$300/person.* For more
info on the GUE, please see the section below: “The Great Universal Empowerment.” For the cost of the
Magickal Pilgrimage please contact us with the number of participants (minimum two participants).
*If the GUE is taken alone without the Magickal Pilgrimage, extra cost may be required for our
transportation and preparations.
Contact us for more information:
Luxamore
drlee@indo.net.id
http://www.indotalisman.com/
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The Great Universal Empowerment
By the grace of God, we present to you this unique shower-empowerment from Java, Indonesia, that would
mystically confer countless powers and virtues upon you! Amazing results! Here is a chance to have yourself
healed of medical and non- medical problems—if you are experiencing psychic-attacks, black- magick, a
series of bad- luck/problems in life and physical ailments or sicknesses, this Great Universal Empowerment
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will benefit you greatly and help cleanse, exorcise, and purify your energy-body, your aura, of all negativeenergies, psychic-toxins, negative-entities, psychic- leeches, malicious implants/animal magnetism, etc. The
Great Universal Empowerment will increase the light-quotient in your force-field and activate your luckpotential.
Experience for yourself a new life after the purification and blessing-shower! You may actually feel and
sense the power, the psychic force of the empowerment as you undergo it! The process is so simple and is
non-strenuous on the part of the participant. The Great Universal Empowerment was previously a carefully
guarded secret- method of the wise, occult adepts of one of the islands of the Indonesian archipelago, to
enhance anyone’s life and open the doors to prosperity, health, happiness, and fulfillment, while banishing
human suffering and pain in all of their myriad forms. The good news is that this empowerment has now
been unveiled, re-established, and is open to the masses—to anyone regardless of race, religion, creed, age,
or gender! This particular empowerment is not available anywhere else except through our spiritual society!
By undergoing this empowerment you will have a great advantage in life as compared to others who stagnate
in mediocrity; you will be awakening your dormant psychic-nature, your hidden divine potentials! These are
tools that can help you move ahead in life to fulfill your dreams, attain your ambitions and realize your
dearest aspirations. The Great Universal Empowerment will help unfold your metaphysical and spiritual
potentials and confer upon you wonderful virtues including invulnerability; personal- magnetism; charisma; a
commanding-presence; attractiveness; psychic-sensitivity; an awakening of the higher senses; the ability to
send thoughts to others; the ability to acquire sympathy, respect and love from peers, superiors and even
enemies or opposition; knowledge of things hidden; quick realization of desires; constant spiritual/psychic
protection against black-magick, psychic-attacks, malicious-spirits and implants; healing of ailments;
invisibility in times of attack/danger; the power to cause others to follow your orders/desires; wild-animals
would fear you; the power to instill fear in negative-spirits; the enhancement of mental faculties, goodfortune and luck in whatever you do; advancement in career; attainment and prestige; ease in acquiring a new
job, success in interviews and in business negotiations; attract aid from unknown sources in times of need;
increase in level of intelligence/intuition; attraction of soul- mate, domestic harmony; stability and
improvements in relationships, etc. Many of these virtues function instantly after the empowerment—some
may require time for their growth—and they will indeed unfold! The empowerment is a blessing from
Heaven and the amount and nature of the virtues are actually countless! The ones officiating the showerempowerment can only act as channels for Spiritual Intelligences/Forces—the nature of the latter’s blessings
cannot be determined or comprehended fully by mortal minds.
The Great Universal Empowerment will be administered by occult adept/s. The shower, though brief, is a
powerful occult process of the transmission of spiritual forces and energies. No chanting, rituals, or fasting
are required on the part of participants! The power of the Empowerment can be felt palpably! There is no
empowerment or attunement process quite like this! The power of the empowerment would last a life-time so
long as one is aligned with Goodness, Righteousness, Truth, Service, Goodwill, Unity, etc. After the showerempowerment (which is akin to baptism), participants should strive to live as rational, humane, spiritual
beings—as Children of the Light—and should no longer live the sort of life injurious and harmful to oneself
and to others. Participants are to bring along swim-wear for the ritual-shower.
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Now is the time and the opportunity for this great momentous event to take place in your life! Do not let the
Great Universal Empowerment slip you by—it is now brought close to your home from a distant, secluded
village in Indonesia with the blessings of the Root Guru. Sign- up now!
The cost of the GUE is US$300/person. Extra cost may be required for transportation and preparations.
Contact us for more information:
Luxamore
drlee@indo.net.id
http://www.indotalisman.com/
----------------------------------------

The Power of the Great Universal Empowerment:
Solomon’s Sword of Light
Note: this is not the GUE that one undergoes for purification/empowerment as explained above—it is the
spiritual power and occult knowledge to offer the GUE to those interested in undergoing the
purification/empowerment rite. It is also referred to as “Solomon’s Sword of Light.” It makes one a
practitioner, an operator of the GUE. It is very powerful and dynamic; the secret power of the Saints! Allow
the power of Solomon’s Sword of Light to manifest all of your dreams! We humbly offer this rare occult
knowledge and spiritual power without any false claims. You will feel and sense the power and its benefits
right away! This Power of the GUE comes from a lineage of Saints; scarce and not available to all and
sundry—it is only offered to the few who are regarded as worthy vessels and skilled spiritual practitioners,
and mandated to be the guardian of this power. If unworthy, the power of the SSL will not be transmitted
even if you happen to be a President or a Monarch of a powerful nation; not even if you happen to be a
wealthy, successful billionaire; not even if you are a religious leader/teacher, high priest, or a
psychic/occultist. But with God’s Grace, you may be chosen to acquire and master the occult power of the
GUE.
Solomon’s Sword of Light is now authorized for transmission by a living Saint in Java, Indonesia—a
Spiritual teacher and skilled Occult practitioner who possesses amazing abilities. The Power of the GUE is
not transmitted to just anyone; only to those who have certain qualities and are destined for this occult-power
will be given the transmission of this teaching/practice—firstly, he would be able to master and apply the
power to others in the ritual-shower of empowerment/purification; secondly, he would also have the
authorization to transmit the teaching to others who are worthy of it, who will not abuse or misuse the
blessing. The tremendous power and benefit of the Solomon’s Sword of Light may easily be felt—but
whether gradual or quick, results are guaranteed. The benefits/Virtues of the Power of the SSL or GUE:
•
•

Whosoever possesses the Power of the GUE would be known by the power of his occult radiance in
this physical and subtle worlds.
Whosoever possesses the Power of the GUE would be the master of life’s problems, master over
spirits, and able to control people, if necessary, for positive purposes.
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

•

•
•
•

Whosoever possesses the Power of the GUE, metaphorically speaking, holds and controls half of the
world’s material affairs.
Whosoever possesses the Power of the GUE would have his worldly and spiritual status elevated;
s/he will be respected and honored by angels, spirits, and men.
Whosoever possesses the Power of the GUE would easily acquire other occult powers and
knowledge—even ones that are rare and scarce.
Whosoever possesses the Power of the GUE would attract friends, occult teachers and practitioners of
high spiritual status; he would also be able to attract and commune with Cosmic Teachers.
Whosoever possesses the Power of the GUE would be able to neutralize the power, influence and
attacks of powerful black- magicians, negative voodoo-practitioners, wicked-witches, and maliciouspsychic/occult practitioners.
Whosoever possesses the Power of the GUE would be able to control and command thousands of
genie and nature-spirits.
Whosoever possesses the Power of the GUE would possess a high- level of personal- magnetism, selfconfidence; charisma, and attract the opposite sex who will admire, adore, and love his being; those
who hate would love; enemies/rivals become friends.
Whosoever possesses the Power of the GUE would be able to aid people to solve their problems:
alleviate pain/suffering; heal medical or psychic ailments (contact/remote or absent treatments);
empower the aura; purify the body of psychic toxins and negative energies; attract a soul- mate;
improve luck-potential/finances; elevation or promotion in career, whether this be political, business,
military, etc.; improve business, commerce, and trade; pay-off debts or acquire loans easily; establish
domestic harmony; magickal protection against negative forces, black- magick, psychic-attacks,
malicious spirits; magickal martial-arts self-defense capability.
Whosoever possesses the Power of the GUE would be able to teach/transmit all sorts of occultpowers and fulfill the wishes/desires of those in need by simply having the appropriate intention
during empowerment/shower-rituals done to others.
Whosoever possesses the Power of the GUE will have his own spiritual and worldly desires/wishes
fulfilled in the shortest time possible.
Whosoever possesses the Power of the GUE would be able to apply the power/virtues for himself or
for others.
Whosoever possesses the Power of the GUE would be able to overcome and capture malicious
spirits, even at great distances; incapacitate or immobilize tyrannical and wicked individuals; easily
absorb occult knowledge and develop psychic or inner-senses; know things hidden unseen by others;
sense, feel, perceive visually, and communicate with spirits of higher realms; socialize and befriend
angelic spirits; acquire hundreds of occult virtues, powers, inspiration, and knowledge through the
Soul—referred to as “Ilmu Laduni” by Indonesian occultists.

Please note that we do not commercialize, trade or in any way offer the Solomon’s Sword of Light for sale in
a general business sense—and we do not offer this power just for personal monetary remuneration; only
those who qualify in a spiritual and material sense would be awarded the Power of the GUE; and the funds
received for the Power of the GUE will finance non-profit spiritual-work, building of places of worship,
charities, educational and social betterment, etc.
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The Transmission of Solomon’s Sword of Light
The SSL/Power of the GUE offered has two classes:
1. The Permanent Transmission
2. The Non-Permanent Transmission
In the first class, the power is transmitted fully with nothing held back—the recipient may in turn transmit
the Power of the GUE to others as a lineage- holder. All of the virtues and benefits described above are his or
hers to wield and apply. In the second class, all of the virtues and benefits are also in the hands of the
recipient to apply; but s/he will not be able to transmit the power to others; there is also a time- frame for the
Power of the GUE that will be active—a 1-year period, after which the Power has to be re-activated
repeatedly on a yearly basis.
The Love-Offering requested:
•
•

The Permanent Transmission—US$400,000
The Non-Permanent TransmissionUS$200,000
--Yearly activation: 41 grams of pure gold (AU 99.99%) + US$5000

Please note that prices may vary periodically due to fluctuation of exchange rates of currencies, inflation, etc.
Funds are to be transferred within Indonesia—from local bank to local bank. If you do not have a local bank
account in Indonesia, please open one or have an account in a representative’s name who is an Indonesian
citizen and have the representative do the transfer proceedings. We do not accept international transfers due
to the high taxes and bank charges; also it is to avoid unnecessary paper-work and reports that those who are
focused on spiritual-work do not wish to waste their time with.
To those who are interested in acquiring the Power of the GUE we suggest first undergoing the showerempowerment itself to learn the truth of its benefits. Please see the section entitled: “The Great Universal
Empowerment ” above, and also see in a previous section the Magickal Pilgrimage to Sunan Gunung Jati’s
Burial Site.
Contact us for more information:
drlee@indo.net.id
http://www.indotalisman.com/
**********************************************
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